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Product description 

 

glimtrex® Vintage Look is a basic treatment product which reacts only with tannic acid of the oak. The 
product achieves multi – colour effects manually which you normally can get only with machine 
applications. In just three steps, you get the most creative colour effect. 

 

caracteristics 
 

 Availabel in three different version (light, medium, intensive) 

 You can get colour effects which has been reserved for machine applicaitons 

 You can use our vintage system also with already laid floors 

 Easy to apply 

 Due to the combination with the glimtrex colour system hundreds of tones possible 

 Every glimtrex top layer is possible (glimtrex® hardwaxoil, glimtrex® oilsystem UNIO and 
glimtrex® 2pack lacquer system Signum). 

 

Attention! 

 

Oak contains different strong concentration of the tannic acid. As our vintage system, directly 
react with the tannic acid, you can depending on the concentration of tannic acid achieve 
different tones. We highly recomand to produce a sample board before you start to treat the 
whole floor.  
 

 

Surface Treatment 

 

In just four steps you create the most creative colour effects 
- Please apply the glimtrex® Vintage evenly with and let it dry minimum 6 hours 
- Sand in between with a 120 grid sanding paper 
- Choose and apply the tone of our glimtrex® colour system with a pedd and let the surface dry 

up to 24 hours. 

- After the colour surface is absolutly dry you can apply either our glimtrex® COLOUR TOP, 
glimtrex® oilsystem UNIO or our glimtrex® 2 pack lacquer system Signum  

 

Yield 
 
1 liter will usually cover up to 12 m2 depending on the condition of the surface 
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Technical information 

Available in intensive, medium and light 

Tin size mat: 1,0 ltr. 

 

The shelf life is 12 months in the closed original tin. Make sure to stir the tin thoroughly before using. 
A skin may be on the surface of the product, please remove before stirring.   

 

Please look at the current safety data sheets. You will find them at www.glimtrex.de/downloads. 
 

This information is purely advisory and is based on the best knowledge available through careful 
research. This information cannot be held as legally binding. 
 

 


